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Carefully designed and crafted, here is a book worthy of its subject--the boat owner's ultimate idea

book, destined to become a treasured resource. A useful coffee table book, as beautiful as it is

inspirational. Over 500 full-color photographs.
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``. . .a brilliant, beautiful book. . .an excellent volume that offers a condensed course in the

aesthetics of style, no matter whether your tastes run to megayachts, muscleboats, pocket cruisers,

vintage-sailing craft, or funky commercial-to-pleasure conversions.'' (Professional

Boatbuilder)``Spur's book sparkles like a classic, well-appointed yacht in a marina full of

indistinguisable production boats. . .This book reminds us of why we are all hopelessly addicted to

this crazy passion called yachting.'' (Sailing)``An exciting book. . .both beautiful and useful.''

(WoodenBoat) --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

Dan Spurr was for 12 years the editor of Practical Sailor newsletter, the â€œConsumer Reportsâ€• of

sailing and one of the most respected boating publications, noted among other things for its new

and used boat reviews, which have been published in book form as Practical Boat Buying. He is a

former senior editor of Cruising World magazine and author of two highly regarded IM boating books

as well as two critically acclaimed books of narrative nonfiction. He bought and refurbished his first

fiberglass sailboat (a Pearson Vanguard) in the 1960s, and has since renovated three other boats

including his current C & C 41. He is now the editor of Professional Boatbuilder magazine. AUTHOR



HOMETOWN: Bozeman, Montana --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this

title.

Not a coffee table book, actually. The pictures are on the smaller side and there is too much text to

make it as a coffee table book. Way overpriced, but I guess people who may have or may purchase

a yacht don't mind. I like getting my monies worth and this book is a waste of money IMHO.

Fun to browse through. Good coffee table book always Friends and guests are always looking at it

Fun book to look at the pictures. A bit dated being as it was published around 1990, but mostly

relevant today.

Gave as gift

Excelent service, cheap, fast, good quality, even good smelling! I am totally satisfied, thak you

This is a gem of book, more devoted to the art of designing beautiful details and accomodations in

yachts, than to aspects of naval design. It deals mostly with relatively large sailing boats. Offers very

interesting insights into what is appropriate in interior design and decoration of a sailing yacht and

what is not, i.e. the type of textile designs used in furniture that would make you sick with movement

while underway. Full of photos the book covers details in almost every area of the deck and

accomodations of top-of-the-line yachts. An interesting and artful addition to a design and

decoration library. Full of beautiful ideas. Well worth the price.

The book text to me is rather boring explaining the obvious in the wonderful pictures it does include.

However, I feel the book could have made even more use of photographs. The book does have

wonderful pictures, but really didn't leave me with any ideas I could use. My partially biased opinion

is based on the fact that I was looking for remodeling ideas for powerboats, and this book does tend

to focus more on sailing yachts. My boating library could do with or without this one.
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